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Get Auto Email ready in 2 minutes!
Auto email is almost ready to be used right after the installation of the App. Just make sure to
set the status to ready for Job Queue Entry “SIMC AEM Send Emails” so emails are sent
automatically. That’s it!
The following is set up as part of the App installation:
 Default Auto Email setup. We suggest that you turn on test mode, which allows all
emails to be sent to an email address of your choice until you are sure emails look ok.
Test mode can be enabled on the Auto Email Setup page.
 Email Templates for all supported documents with standard subject line and body text.
You may want to review email templates for accuracy.
 Job Queue Entry setup. Do not forget to set the status to ready for “SIMC AEM Send
Emails”.
Auto Email requires you to have set up Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central for emailing. If
not set up yet, please see the sections below how to set up emailing.

Test Mode
We suggest that you enable Test Mode before you send real documents to customers and
vendors. Test mode allows you to specify an email account that gets ALL emails sent by Auto
Email. Test mode is set up in Auto Email Setup:

Once you confirm all emails look good, turn Test Mode off and emails will now start to go to
your customers and vendors.

Email Templates
Email templates are created upon installation of the App:
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All templates will work out‐of‐the‐box, but you may want to review and edit them for accuracy
and personal preference.

Emailing Documents
Auto Email can send emails via two methods:
 Using Email Accounts (enhanced email features)
 Using SMTP Setup (will not be supported by Microsoft at a later version)
We recommend using Email Accounts because they are easier to use and more reliable than
using SMTP.
Enhanced Email capabilities are turned on under Feature Management:

Once turned on, SMTP Setup is ignored.

Email Accounts (Enhanced Email Feature)
Auto Email is using Email Accounts, which is a standard feature of Microsoft Dynamics 365
Business Central. If you already have set email accounts up, please skip this section.

We recommend setting up Microsoft 365 shared mailboxes for Auto Email. Notice that if you
had an SMTP account it might have been converted to an Email Account.
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Auto Email supports Email Scenarios to use different email accounts to send certain documents
by email. See the next section for more information.

Email Scenario Assignment (optional)
Email Scenarios is a standard Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central feature that Auto Email
supports. You can set up all the different Auto Email document types under each Email Account
and Auto Email will pick the email account that has been set up in the Email Scenario
Assignment.
If a document is not assigned, the default Email Account is used instead. This also means that if
no Emails are assigned, the default Email Account will also be used.

Notice that Auto Email only supports documents that start with “Auto Email”.
Example: Since Auto Email Sales Invoice is assigned to SimCrest Billing, it will be sent from this
email account using the name “SimCrest Billing” and using the email address
“billing@simcrest.com”.
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SMTP Setup (Deprecated)
Auto Email can use Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central’s SMTP mail service to send
emails. For the system to email via SMTP, you will have to specify an SMTP server. The feature
is deprecated and will not be available in a future version. We recommend using Email
Accounts instead.
The SMTP service is of the utmost importance. Many SMTP services may have issues sending
emails consistently and securely, so we recommend using an SMTP service with your Office 365
subscription.
Search for SMTP Mail Setup.

Specify the server’s name or IP address along with the other fields as needed by your SMTP
provider. You may have to consult with your IT administrator to get this information. Test the
setup before you continue.

Job Queue Entry Setup
During the installation of the App, Job Queue Entries are set up to handle email delivery.

You only need to enable “SIMC AEM Send Emails” (70163325) for emails to flow. The other
entries are explained in the Auto Email Manual.

Auto Email Log
Once you have completed the initial setup, you can start sending sales and purchase
documents. All documents that are being Auto Emailed will be logged in the Auto Email log.
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Regularly (as determined by the Job Queue Entry Send Emails), the emails in the log will be
assembled and emailed automatically to the recipients. If you like to force this process to
happen, you can always click Process Emails from the email log. It starts the email process
instantly.

What’s Next?
We suggest that you review the Auto Email Manual for detailed descriptions of all the many
featured Auto Email has to offer.
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